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ABSTRACT

USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL WITH CONGESTION CONTROL

Spencer Cox
Department of Computer Science
Master of Science

Communication through the Internet is one of the dominant methods of exchanging information. Whether at an individual or large corporate level the Internet
has become essential to gathering and disseminating information. TCP and UDP are
the transport layer protocols responsible for transit of nearly all Internet communications. Due to the growth of real-time audio and video applications, UDP is being used
more frequently as a transport protocol. As UDP traffic increases potential problems
arise. Unlike TCP, UDP has no mechanism for congestion control leading to wasted
bandwidth and poor performance for other competing protocols. This thesis defines
a congestion control protocol called UDPCC to replace UDP. Several other protocols
or applications have been proposed to provide UDP-like transport with congestion
control. DCCP and UDP-MM are two schemes examined and will be used as comparetors to UDPCC. This thesis will show that the proposed UDPCC can perform at
the level of DCCP, UDP-MM or higher while maintaining a simple implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Internet traffic
Internet communications have become the principal method of gathering and

transporting information. TCP and UDP are responsible for the transit of nearly all
Internet communications but have vastly different usage models [33]. TCP, the more
dominant of the two, is a reliable protocol that provides congestion control. However, reliability and congestion control come with substantial overhead. Much of this
overhead is due to the delay introduced while the sender awaits an acknowledgment
of sent data, which ensures reliability. TCP overhead reduces throughput, making it
difficult to run applications that must stream large amounts of data in real-time.
In contrast UDP is an unreliable protocol with no mechanism for reliability or
congestion control. Consequently it has none of the associated overhead. This makes
UDP ideal for streaming video, IP phone traffic, and other applications that require
high throughput and low latency. Most real-time applications prefer timeliness over
reliability. For example, a real-time video application that doesn’t receive a frame,
due to a lost packet, would be better served by receiving the next frame in a timely
manner than to receive the previously lost frame that will no longer be displayed.
For this reason many applications choose UDP as their transport protocol instead
1

of TCP. As UDP traffic increases, it is essential to have a TCP friendly version of
UDP that can provide congestion control. This thesis introduces a new protocol, User
Datagram Protocol with Congestion Control, that provides three things:
• Simple design that minimizes overhead
• Sustained high throughput
• A mechanism to compete fairly with TCP and avoid congestion collapse
1.2

Non-responsive flows
As UDP traffic becomes a larger part of Internet traffic, the absence of conges-

tion control is a mounting problem. When UDP applications push more data through
a congested network, packets must be buffered or dropped. In such situations packets will simply be sent at a constant rate by UDP flows, resulting in severe packet
loss for both UDP and TCP connections. Due to TCP’s exponential backoff in congested environments [12], TCP connections will suffer most in the presence of UDP
congestion. A friendly UDP-like protocol should provide congestion control while
maintaining high throughput with low complexity and overhead.
UDP sources can cause problems with each other even if the detrimental impact of UDP on TCP connections is ignored. Congestion collapse can occur when
unregulated flows in a stable state waste all available bandwidth through packets that
are dropped before reaching their destination. Many variations of congestion collapse
exist [27]. In most variants of congestion collapse all available bandwidth is used by
an unregulated flow. The unregulated flow has a downstream bottleneck at which
point it drops most of its traffic. Upstream, however, it uses all available bandwidth,
2

preventing regulated flows from sending any traffic whatsoever. The net result is that
all bandwidth is used but little to no traffic reaches its destination.
1.3

UDPCC
The absence of a congestion control mechanism has been the motivation in cre-

ating many replacement UDP protocols. Several of these protocols have been tested
and found appropriately fair when competing with TCP or other self regulating flows.
Unfortunately, this comes at the expense of simplicity and performance, key characteristics that make UDP desirable. User Datagram Protocol with Congestion Control
(UDPCC) provides a compromise between UDP and more complicated, poorer performing protocols. UDPCC is a self-regulating protocol that retains the principles of
simplicity and high performance seen in UDP.
1.4

Congestion control
As long as there is limited bandwidth there will always be a need for congestion

control. As previously mentioned, unresponsive flows can be the source of congestion
collapse. Van Jacobson designed TCP congestion control and eliminated classical
congestion collapse in the 1980s [15]. Nevertheless, other forms of congestion collapse
still present a problem, especially in environments with unresponsive flows. Other
forms of congestion collapse can be due to undelivered packets, fragmentation-based
congestion collapse, increased control traffic congestion collapse and stale packet congestion collapse [9].

3

1.4.1

Congestion collapse due to undelivered packets
Congestion collapse due to undelivered packets is most notable in networks

with unresponsive flows. This condition can occur when an unresponsive flow, such
as UDP, uses all the bandwidth on a particular link only to lose most or all of its
packets on a downstream link. This can be better illustrated with an example.
Assume a network with a topology as seen in Figure 1.1. We can see that the
maximum goodput (throughput that reaches its destination minus any duplicated
data) from node B to F is 56kps. This is due to the limited bandwidth on the link
between nodes D and F, which occurs on the path from B to F. However, if an
unresponsive flow sends data from nodes B to F at 1Mbps, packets that never reach
their destination will cause congestion in the network until they are dropped at node
D. The link between C and D will be almost entirely utilized by packets that will not
reach their destination. If a responsive flow tries to send data from A to E it may
backoff, sending little to no traffic because of the congestion it detects between C and
D.
This type of congestion collapse can be corrected by recognizing traffic that will
not reach its destination so that it can be dropped earlier in the network. Detecting
packets that will not be delivered is a difficult and in some networks, an unachievable
task. Another option is to implement congestion control so that the sending rate is
reduced when a downstream bottleneck is detected. Congestion control is typically
the only reasonable solution.

4

Figure 1.1: Packets flowing from node B to node F cause congestion on the link
between nodes C and D.
1.4.2

Increased control traffic congestion collapse
Ironically, the solution to one form of congestion collapse proves to be the

source, or at the very least a contributor, to other forms. One such form is congestion
collapse due to increased control traffic. As the traffic increases on a given network,
the control packets may also increase. More specifically, the fraction of control packets
to data packets increases. As the percentage of control packets increases, control
packet to data packet ratios also increase, consuming a larger percentage of the overall
bandwidth.
1.4.3

Stale packet congestion collapse
In the case of stale packet congestion collapse, the problem lies in the fact that

packets reach their destination too late. Many applications require data in a timely
manner. If data arrives after a threshold latency, it is thrown out. When data arrives
late due to overhead from congestion control, large queues or any latency creating
factors, network brandwidth is wasted by packets that are thrown away when they
reach their destination.

5

1.5

Unfairness problems
Unresponsive flows are often unfair to other traffic even when they do not

cause congestion collapse. TCP traffic in particular has been shown to suffer in
the presence of unresponsive flows [9]. However, TCP traffic is not the only traffic
that suffers; unresponsive flows can also be effectively stymied in the presence of
other unresponsive flows. For example, two applications that use UDP can create
sufficient congestion and dropped packets that one or both applications can no longer
be effective.
Different metrics have been developed to measure the fairness of competing
congestion control protocols. The two metrics discussed in this thesis are TCP friendly
and TCP fair. TCP friendly is a prevalent metric, although not the metric chosen for
use in this research. Justification for this decision will be addressed in later sections.
TCP fair is the fairness metric used in this research.
1.5.1

TCP friendly
Protocols that are TCP friendly must reduce their sending rate in a manner

similar to TCP [9]. Although TCP friendly has been defined differently by several
groups, this seems to be the most pervasive definition. These protocols are shown to
be fair when used in conjunction with TCP flows [9, 10, 35]. Given this evidence,
such protocols might seem the obvious choice for creating a fair replacement for UDP.
However, other factors must be considered as well, including the ability of the protocol
to maintain a high, consistent throughput.

6

1.5.2

TCP fair
TCP fair is a more general metric than TCP friendly. It is used to describe

how fairly bandwidth is distributed among competing flows. In order to quantify
TCP fair each test and its associated flows are assigned an index. Given a set of flow
throughputs x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn the TCP fair index is defined as follows [16]:
P
( ni=1 xi )2
f(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn ) = Pn 2
n i=1 xi
The fairness index falls between zero and one, one being the most fair. The TCP fair
index scores are not compared to a predefined rating system but rather the scores
are compared against the scores from other testbeds. In this way the fairness of the
tested protocols can be compared.

7

8

Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1

Existing Protocols
There are a number of existing protocols that have been designed to provide

congestion control for UDP. DCCP and MM APP are two of the most promising
protocols.
2.1.1

DCCP
The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP), created by the Internet

Engineering Task Force, although still in its draft stage, has become one of the leading possible replacements for UDP [19]. DCCP is a framework for unreliable flows
of datagrams. It provides a choice of congestion control mechanisms. Currently the
approved congestion control mechanisms are TCP-like congestion control (CCID 2)
and TCP-friendly rate control (CCID 3) [11, 14]. The first is a window-based congestion control mechanism and the latter is a rate-based mechanism. DCCP uses
a reliable handshake for connection setup, tear down and feature negotiation. Reliable acknowledgments are utilized to ensure dependable congestion control. DCCP
is intended to provide congestion control for applications that require the flow-based
system of TCP but prefer timeliness over reliability [18].

9

The DCCP framework requires a handshake for connection setup and tear
down. Creating a connection, in theory, will help allow flows to better pass through
firewalls [19]. A connection requires additional overhead for the handshake as well as
to keep the connection alive and active. When a connection is lost, there is additional
overhead to recreate the connection. In the event that a connection is repeatedly lost,
the overhead associated with repeatedly re-connecting increases.
The designers of DCCP have attempted to keep the packet header size of
DCCP small. Compared to the eight byte packet header of UDP, the minimum packet
header size is sixteen bytes and the average packet header size is even greater. The
header to data ratio of each packet can become lopsided when dealing with latency
sensitive applications. Even eight additional bytes of header can result in substantial
bandwidth increases for applications that send packets with relatively small payloads.
For example, IP telephony packets are often only 80 bytes in size; eight additional
bytes would be a 10 percent increase in required bandwidth.
TFRC
Of the two available control mechanisms, TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC)
is currently the best suited for real-time media streaming [14]. TFRC is a rate-based
control. The control relies on approximating the equivalent TCP rate given the
current detected congestion. The receiver measures packet loss and sends this back
to the sender. The sender uses this feedback to measure RTT, which, in conjunction
with packet loss information and packet size, are used to calculate the equivalent
TCP sending rate. The sender then adjusts its sending rate accordingly.

10

2.1.2

MM APP
Multimedia Application (MM APP) was created by Jae Chung and Mark Clay-

pool and demonstrates congestion control at the application layer [6]. MM APP uses
a rate-based congestion control mechanism that is designed to run on top of UDP.
This mechanism relies on the sender and receiver agreeing on five scale values that are
each assigned to one of five transmission rates. The MM APP changes the selected
scale value based on the detected level of congestion. The scale value is dropped by
half when congestion is detected. Conversely, it is incremented to a larger scale value
after one RTT with no detected congestion.
MM APP was created to sit on top of the transport layer at the application
layer. This allows applications to still use UDP while adding congestion control.
However, it also pushes the burden of congestion control onto the application layer.
Congestion control at the kernel layer would likely provide more speed. Calls at the
application level must first communicate with the kernel which will inevitably add
overhead.
MM APP has been proposed as a TCP-friendly protocol because it reduces
its scale value by half when congestion is detected. It can be shown that although
conforming to a definition of AIMD, MM APP competes unfairly with TCP because
of its tendency to aggressively increase its send rate. The main goals of any congestion
control mechanism must include fair competition with TCP.

11

2.1.3

Other Protocols
Streaming Media Congestion Control (SMCC) was developed by Aboobaker

et al. SMCC is a rate-based congestion control protocol. It was developed to avoid
rate fluctuation seen in other protocols as well as fully utilize the estimated available bandwidth. SMCC uses Bandwidth Share Estimates (BSE) to approximate the
available bandwidth and then adjusts its sending rate accordingly. BSE is based on
packet size in respect to the time between packet arrivals [3].
Stream Control Transmittion Protocol (SCTP) [32] was developed originally
for Internet telephony. SCTP is a reliable protocol and thus introduces overhead
due to retransmission. Although designed as a stream friendly protocol, it is touted
as a replacement for TCP rather than UDP. Applications that perfer timeliness to
reliability will likely find the cost of reliability too high to consider SCTP.

12

Chapter 3

The Design of UDPCC

3.1

Goals
The main goals in the development of UDPCC are:
• First, to provide congestion control.
• Second, to be fair to other protocols.
• Third, to keep the protocol simple.
• Fourth, obtain comparable or better performance than the more complex protocols.
The most difficult factor facing adoption of new protocols is the social and

financial obstacle of convincing people that the benefits of the protocol are greater
than the cost of implementing it. Keeping the implementation of UDPCC simple
should aid in overcoming these obstacles and increase the likelihood of adoption.
Much of the motivation for the creation of UDPCC comes from the desire to keep
the protocol simple and similar to UDP. However, simplicity should not be acquired
at the expense of performance. High performance is paramount to UDPCC, and the
pursuit of simplicity must be carefully balanced with any performance impacts it
might have.
13

UDPCC is designed as a replacement for UDP. Although substantial changes
have been made in order to provide congestion control, an attempt has also been
made to stay as close to UDP as possible. UDPCC uses a rate controlled congestion
mechanism unlike the window controlled mechanisms of TCP and DCCP’s CCID
2. This mechanism relies on the number of dropped packets to provide an Additive
Increase Loss/Proportional Decrease (AIPD) rate control.
3.2

Overview
Many applications are sensitive to even slight changes in the complexity of the

transport layer protocol they use. UDPCC is designed for applications that stream
data, often in real-time. It is essential that using UDPCC not result in overhead that
would delay timeliness of data delivery. Required computations at the source and
destination node have been kept to a minimum to ensure timeliness and avoid stale
packet congestion collapse . Packet header size has also been kept to a minimum
in order to maintain a high data-to-header ratio which is critical in effectively using
bandwidth while avoiding unacceptable delay [13].
3.2.1

Connectionless
UDPCC has no initial connection setup and consequently has no connection

tear down. No special packets are needed to create or destroy connections. Additionally, no time or system resources are spent initializing a connection or reinitializing
a lost connection. This furthers the simplicity goals of UDPCC. A connectionless
state also mitigates the possibility of DoS attacks that rely on creating numerous
fake sessions.
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3.2.2

Memoryless
UDPCC computes the new sending rate based on the current sending rate,

rather than the history of the sending rate, preventing unnecessary use of system
resources storing and retrieving history data. Only the number of packets received
needs to be stored [23]. This also helps in keeping UDPCC simple.

Figure 3.1: UDPCC data header contains the standard UDP header plus type and
sequence number.

Figure 3.2: UDPCC control header contains the standard UDP header plus type,
sequence number and received count.

3.2.3

Packet header
The UDPCC packet header includes only essential fields to maximize the data-

to-header ratio of each packet. Time sensitive packets, such as IP phone traffic, must
send packets with relatively small data payload. In such cases a large header causes
the ratio of data-to-header to be so small that the header accounts for a large portion
of the data transmitted as well as bandwidth utilized.
UDPCC uses only two packet types: a data packet and a control packet.
The data packet seen in Figure 3.1 has only the standard UDP header information
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(ports, length and checksum) plus type and sequence number. The control packet
seen in Figure 3.2 also has the standard UDP header information plus type, sequence
number that is being acknowledged and the number of packets of that sequence that
were received.
As with UDP, UDPCC has incorporated an optional checksum into the header.
If the checksum is not desired because of the computation expense, then the field is
set to zero.
3.3

Congestion Control Algorithm
The simple design of UDPCC does not come at the expense of adequate conges-

tion control. UDPCC implements a simple yet effective congestion control mechanism
that quickly detects and responds to congestion.
3.3.1

Slow Start
Following the example of TCP, UDPCC also implements a slow start algo-

rithm [31]. This prevents routers between the source and destination from becoming
overwhelmed with a potentially large initial surge of packets. Initial surges have
been shown to cause persistent failure [15]. The slow start implemented in UDPCC
doubles the sending rate everytime a control packet is received when no packets are
dropped. This keeps the initial sending rate from using more than double the available
bandwidth.
3.3.2

Congestion detection mechanism
UDPCC’s mechanism for determining the level of congestion is shown in the

following pseudo code:
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SENDER
While ( t h e r e i s data t o send ) {
l a b e l a = new l a b e l ( )
// x = i n d i c a t e s t h e number o f p a c k e t s t o send between ACKs
while ( n < x ){
send p a c k e t with l a b e l a
n++
}
}
RECEIVER
label b = null ;
While ( data i s b e i n g s e n t ) {
r e c e i v e packet
i f ( b == n u l l )
b = r e c e i v e d packet l a b e l
i f ( b == r e c e i v e d p a c k e t l a b e l ) {
c o u n t++
}
e l s e ( t h i s i s a new l a b e l ) {
send c o n t r o l p a c k e t with c o u n t and l a b e l p r e v i o u s l y s e e n
count = 0 ;
}
}

This mechanism can be further defined by the following example, refer to
Figure 3.3:
1. Assume source node A and destination node B, uniquely identified by the pairing of their address and port.
2. Node A creates a unique label and sends N packets with this label to node B.
3. As B receives packets from A, it keeps track of how many it has received with
each unique label.
4. A then creates a new unique label and sends packets with this new label to B.
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5. Once B receives a packet with a new label, it sends an ACK to A reporting how
many packets it received with the previous label.
6. A receives the ACK and can determine how many packets with the unique label
were lost.
Once the receiver and sender have waited 60 seconds without passing traffic the count
values are reset. This simple form of feedback is very effective and is achieved without
the overhead associated with maintaining a receiver window [8].

Figure 3.3: Simple form of feedback that allows the sender to know how many packets
made it to the receiver.

3.3.3

Reaction to congestion
Unlike many congestion control mechanisms, UDPCC does not use additive

increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD), but instead uses additive increase loss/proportional decrease (AIPD) [21]. Although both AIMD and AIPD converge to a fair
rate control model as shown in [5], AIPD can often provide greater throughput [21]
as well as keep a more steady send rate which, is crucial for many streaming media
applications. The exact mechanism of the rate control used in UDPCC can be best
described with a state machine.
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Figure 3.4: Simple state machine of the AIPD rate control mechanism.
As seen in Figure 3.4 there are only 2 states. In state A the max send rate is set
to the previous send rate and send rate = max send rate + linear increase. Where
linear increase is some constant x and send rate is the rate at which the protocol
should send packets. In state B send rate = max send rate * p, where p is the
percentage of packets received in the most recently acknowledged set. Max send rate
is not changed.
It is important to note that the max send rate is only set in state A. State A
can only be reached after receiving a control packet showing no loss while in state B.
This is necessary because when congestion occurs, typically more than one control
packet is received reporting loss of packets. If each control packet reporting packet
loss caused max send rate to be proportionally decreased the send rate would decrease
multiple times for a single congestion event. This would result, in a proportional
decrease model for each control packet rather then each congestion event.
Typically in a congestionless state the protocol remains in state A. While in
state A, each control packet received with p = 1.0 causes send rate to be linearly
increased. When a congestion event occurs and a control packet is received with the
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proportion of packets dropped, a transition to state B is triggered. In state B the
send rate is set to a proportion of the max send rate each time a control packet is
received unless that proportion is greater then the previous send rate, in which case
send rate is set to the previous send rate. The protocol remains in state B until a
control packet is received reporting no lost packets, which indicates the end of the
congestion event. In the transition back to state A, the max send rate is set to the
previous send rate which represents the greatest proportional decrease experienced
while in state B.
3.4

TCP fairness
UDPCC must be fair to other protocols, especially TCP. TCP-friendly has

often been the metric used to measure how fair a protocol is in the presence of
other protocols [9, 10, 21, 35]. TCP friendly, as previously defined, is a protocol or
mechanism that reduces the send rate at a rate equal to or greater than TCP. The
goal of UDPCC is to compete fairly with TCP flows, not necessarily to have an equal
or greater instantaneous send rate. For this reason the more general TCP fairness
index derived by Jain is used to measure fairness. This index can indicate that in
the long term flows will receive an equal amount of throughput. Using the fairness
index frees UDPCC to use a different short-term rate adjustment algorithm while
maintaining long-term fairness.
Unfortunately, AIPD has been given a bad reputation of being unfair when
in the presence of AIMD flows. However, the way in which AIPD is implemented in
UDPCC will be shown in this thesis to be TCP fair.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Results

4.1

Simulation
UDPCC is simulated rather than implemented at the kernel level. This simpli-

fies the implementation process, allowing more time for the development of methods
and thorough tests in a controlled environment.
4.1.1

Network Simulator ns
The Network Simulator chosen to implement UDPCC is ns-2 [1]. Ns-2 is a

widely accepted simulator with extensive libraries to facilitate simulations, including
a DCCP agent written by Nils-Erik Mattsson [2] and MM APP agent created by Jae
Chung [6].
Simulations are run with 20ms delays on all link and FIFO queues unless
otherwise stated. Each simulation is run ten times with slight variations in start time
as well as random seeding of events. This is done to ensure that the data reported is
an accurate representation of the performance of the protocol rather then merely an
outlier.
All DCCP simulations use TFRC as the selected congestion control mechanism.
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4.2

Congestion collapse
The very least that can be expected from any congestion control mechanism is

that it prevents congestion collapse. As previously discussed, there exist varying types
and degrees of congestion collapse. Preventing all types and degrees of congestion
collapse may not be possible, but a congestion control mechanism must prevent a
large cross section of possible congestion situations in order to be considered viable.
This chapter examines the effectiveness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC in avoiding
undelivered packets congestion collapse. Each protocol is tested in an environment
in which it competes against itself as well as an environment with competing TCP
flows.
4.2.1

Undelivered packets congestion collapse
In addition to collecting performance data for DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC,

data is collected from simulations using UDP sending at a constant rate of 1.5Mbps.
Since UDP is an unresponsive flow and does not respond to congestion or lost packets,
it has no mechanism to avoid congestion collapse. Comparisons with UDP provide a
base or worst case scenario for analysis of the other three protocols. Each protocol
is tested for undelivered packet congestion collapse in two testbeds: a ring topology
and a parking lot topology.
4.2.2

Ring topology
The first topology is a ring, shown in Figure 4.1. This ring topology is used as

a testbed when all traffic is generated by the same protocol. Each link in this topology
has a capacity of 2Mbps, and each protocol is sending 1Kb packets. Although this
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may not be a common network topology, it is easy to see how part of this topology can
be a projection of many different network topologies. The ring also provides an easy
method for demonstrating complete congestion collapse, or a network in which all
bandwidth is used but no work is done due to undelivered packet congestion collapse.
When projecting the concepts from this topology to other network topologies, one
finds that almost all networks contain a subset of nodes in a similar configuration as
a subset seen in the ring topology.

Figure 4.1: Simple ring topology to test congestion collapse.

In the ring topology every node sends data to the node three hops to its right.
For example, node A sends to node D, node B to node E and so on. All traffic is
sent along the shortest path so all packets travel in a clockwise direction around the
topology. Each simulation is run for 10 seconds. Figure 4.2 shows the number of
packets that reach their destination for each time interval. The complete simulation
results can be seen in appendix A.
The UDP simulations prove to be a very good example of complete congestion
collapse. All bandwith on every link is being used all the time, but due to the high
number of dropped packets (see table 4.1), the probability that a packet will survive
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for three hops without being dropped is very low. Figure 4.2 shows that for the
majority of the 10 second interval no packets reach their destination.
MM APP prevents congestion collapse and results in a much higher number of
packets reaching their destination. However, MM APP also drops a large number of
packets. The mechanism MM APP uses to increase its send rate is overly aggressive,
which causes it to jump from low send rates to high send rates and back again greatly
reducing its smoothness.
DCCP is also successful at preventing congestion collapse. The benefit of
DCCP is that it drops the least number of packets. Its drawback is that the mechanism it uses to increase send rate is less aggressive and leaves the link underutilized
much of the time.
UDPCC prevents undelivered packet congetion collapse while maintaining the
highest arrival rate. It drops more packets then DCCP but far fewer packets then
MM APP.
All three responsive protocols successfully avoid congestion collapse. It is
interesting to note that the most aggressive protocols, UDP and MM APP, do not
show the highest number of packets reaching their destination. The aggressive nature
of a protocol can greatly reduce its throughput when facing conditions of congestion
collapse. Overly aggressive protocols often suffer as much or more than less aggressive
protocols; thus a careful balance is essential for effective congestion control.
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Figure 4.2: Number of packets per time interval of 0.5 seconds that reach destination.

Dropped Packets

UDP
1038

MM APP
252

DCCP
17

UDPCC
71

Table 4.1: The number of packets dropped by each protocol during the ten second
ring simulation.

4.2.3

Parking lot topology
The second topology is the parking lot configuration seen in Figure 4.3. This

topology is used to determine the effectiveness of each protocol in preventing congestion collapse in the presence of TCP flows. One of the main goals of implementing
congestion control in UDP, or a UDP like protocol, is to allow TCP flows to share
bandwidth. The parking lot topology provides a simple testbed to ensure that TCP
flows are not choked by the test protocols.
The testbed consists of two TCP flows transmitting from A to G and from B
to G. The protocol being tested transmits from D to H. All links in the topology are
1mbps except the link from F to H which is 128kbps. Each protocol sends packets
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Figure 4.3: Simple parking lot topology to test congestion collapse.
of 1kb. Ideally the test protocol should detect the bottleneck from F to H and not
send data at a higher rate then 128kbps. Packets sent in excess of 128kbps will use
bandwidth unnecessarily on the link between E and F, only to be dropped at F.
Conversely, the test protocol should use no less then 128kbps, since that would be its
fair share.

Figure 4.4: Goodput of TCP and UDP flows in parking lot topology.

Figure 4.3 shows the goodput of the TCP and UDP flows over time. As
expected, UDP uses all the available bandwidth between nodes E and F, which prevents the TCP flows from receiving their fair share of the bandwidth. In this case
the bandwidth starvation of the two TCP flows is probably severe enough to prevent
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most applications from functioning properly.

Figure 4.5: Goodput of TCP and MM APP flows in parking lot topology.

Surprisingly, MM APP performs as poorly, or worse, than UDP. Figure 4.5
shows that MM APP chokes out the two TCP flows completely for much of the ten
second interval. The two TCP flows have negligible goodput due to the high send rate
of MM APP. MM APP has difficulty appropriately regulating its send rate when it
cannot send sufficient control packets. This may occur when a large number of packets
are lost or when there is a bottleneck that greatly reduces maximum throughput.
Poor performance under such conditions causes MM APP to unsuccessfully prevent
congestion collapse.
DCCP aggressively reduces its send rate, preventing DCCP packets that will
not reach their destination from being sent. This minimizes the throughput on the
link between E and F which helps to improve the goodput for both TCP flows as seen
in Figure 4.6. However, DCCP’s aggressive reduction of its send rate causes it to send
at a rate substantially lower than the 128kbps that is available. This underutilization
of bandwidth will be further addressed in later chapters.
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Figure 4.6: Goodput of TCP and DCCP flows in parking lot topology.

Figure 4.7: Goodput of TCP and UDPCC flows in parking lot topology.
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TCP1
TCP2
UDP
MM APP
DCCP
UDPCC

UDP
32
38
132
-

MM APP
25
37
132
-

DCCP
341
420
69
-

UDPCC
349
354
114

Table 4.2: Average throughput of each flow during the four 10 second downstream
bottleneck simulations.

UDPCC, like DCCP, minimizes the number of packets sent that will not reach
their destination. Table 4.2 shows that both TCP flows show similar goodput to the
flows in the DCCP simulation. Because UDPCC is less aggressive in its reduction
approach following an AIPD not an AIMD model, the goodput of the UDPCC flow
is much closer to its fair bandwidth allocation of 128kbps.
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4.3

Sustained throughput
UDPCC was designed to maintain the characteristics that make UDP a me-

dia friendly application [34]. One of these characteristics is the ability to maintain
high throughput. UDP can maintain a low variance throughput because it does not
change its send rate based on congestion. This characteristic is ideal for applications
that stream data since they typically require a higher sustained throughput. This
throughput must be maintained in order for many applications to function properly.
If the receive rate drops substantially, many media application fail to work properly.
The popularity of UDP, given its often negative impact on network stability, is evidence that many applications require the sustained throughput that UDP provides.
For any protocol to successfully replace UDP, it must exhibit similar properties.
4.3.1

Media friendly in bursty traffic
This section will examine the ability of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC in sus-

taining high throughput in the presence of bursty internet traffic. Internet traffic has
been shown to be self-similar in nature, meaning burstiness occurs at every quantum
or time scale [22]. A protocol should not reduce throughput significantly for short
congestion events if it is to be successful in meeting the needs of media friendly applications. For example, large bursts of traffic on a small time scale should not affect a
media friendly protocol like bursts of traffic in larger time scales. In other words, only
sustained bursts of traffic should have a real impact on a media friendly protocol.
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Single burst simulation
To aid in visualizing the effect of bursty traffic on DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC, we use a single burst of traffic and the same parking lot topology used in the
congestion simulations (Figure 4.3). The test protocols is sending from D to H, without the bottleneck from F to H. A 400kbps traffic burst at three seconds travels from A
to G (Figure 4.8). All three protocols respond to the traffic burst, but only MM APP
and UDPCC are able to recover from the burst and return to a high throughput.
MM APP is able to recover because of the aggressive way it increases its sending
rate. This is the same aggressive property that prevented it from avoiding congestion
collapse. UDPCC recovers by using a more aggressive additive increase than DCCP
and by sustaining a higher sending rate. Although the goodput of the UDPCC flows
drops as seen in Figure 4.3, the rate at which UDPCC recovers is significantly higher.
UDPCC responds in a less drastic way to short congestion events and thus maintains
a higher sending rate.

Figure 4.8: Goodput of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC with a single burst of traffic.
The DCCP flow does not have the ability to sustain good throughput in the
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presence of bursty traffic. Once the traffic is detected, it reduces its sending rate
drastically and regains it very slowly. The less aggressive increase in sending rate
was designed to create smoother traffic [14]. Unfortunately, it comes at the cost of
underutilizing bandwidth.
Continuous bursty traffic simulation
The next experiment examines how well each protocol responds to continuous
bursty traffic. This simulation is also run with the parking lot topology and the
same paths used in the single burst simulations. With an understanding of how each
protocol responds to a single burst of traffic, it is easier to understand the behavior
of each protocol in continuous bursty traffic. Figure 4.9 shows the graph of goodput
for each protocol in the presence of the same bursty traffic. Once again we see that
DCCP is not able to maintain its throughput. Each time a congestion event occurs
(spike in black dashed line), DCCP reduces its sending rate and is slow to correct
when the congestion event is over.

Figure 4.9: Goodput of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC with continuous bursty traffic.
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MM APP is quick to consume available bandwidth after congestion events.
However, its aggressive rate increase policy creates high throughput variance.
UDPCC also uses available bandwidth, but without the drastic changes in
send rate seen in MM APP. Each congestion event triggers a reduction in sending
rate; only sustained congestion will cause the dramatic reductions seen in DCCP.
UDPCC exhibits higher bandwidth variation over small time scales as it reacts to
short congestion events. This burstiness is easy for media applications to deal with
through buffering. The variation seen with DCCP over longer time scales is generally
more difficult for media applications to deal with since longer bursts require larger
buffers.
4.4

Fairness
For any congestion control mechanism to be seriously considered it must be

TCP fair. TCP is far and away the most dominant player in transport layer protocols, and the impact a new protocol might have on TCP must be carefully examined.
DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC have been shown in previous sections to share bandwidth adequately among flows of their same type. This section will examine the
interaction of each protocol in the presence of TCP flows.

Figure 4.10: Dog bone topology with one test protocol flow and between one to n TCP
flows.
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Each protocol is tested in a dogbone topology with between one and six TCP
flows and a single bottleneck, as seen in Figure 4.10. Varying the number of TCP flows
creates new interaction and tests each protocol for robustness. Only the simulations
for two and five TCP flows are reported and analyzed in this section. The remaining
simulation data follows the trend seen in these two simulations and can be found in
appendix B.
4.4.1

Fairness with two TCP flows
Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the goodput of the three protocols as well as

the two TCP flows in each simulation. Figure 4.14 show the fairness index, as defined
by Jain, of each protocol.
MM APP is unable to sufficiently reduce its send rate and is shown to have
the lowest level of fairness (refer to Figure 4.14). The graph of goodput shows that
MM APP almost entirely chokes out the two TCP flows.

Figure 4.11: Goodput of MM APP and two TCP flows.
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DCCP and UDPCC both appear to be fair when competing with two TCP
flows. The graph of fairness, in Figure 4.14, shows similar levels of fairness; DCCP
typically exhibits slightly higher fairness index scores. In the graphs of goodput for
DCCP and UDPCC, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, we see similar fairness is achieved
through drastically different goodput trends. The DCCP flow exhibits low variance
goodput over small time scales, but results in under utilization of bandwidth. UDPCC
has a much higher variance in goodput but is able to maintain a higher average
goodput. The TCP flows in both simulations are able to utilize a fair share of the
bandwidth.

Figure 4.12: Goodput of DCCP and two TCP flows.

4.4.2

Fairness with five TCP flows
MM APP is also unable to sufficiently reduce its send rate with five TCP

flows (Figure 4.15). MM APP aggressively increases send rate any time there is no
congestion. TCP flows are never given sufficient time to increase their send rate
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Figure 4.13: Goodput of UDPCC and two TCP flows.

Figure 4.14: Fairness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC.
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before MM APP has once again created a congested environment.

Figure 4.15: Goodput of MM APP and five TCP flows.
Figure 4.18 shows the fairness of all three protocols with five TCP flows.
DCCP shows a marked decrease in fairness when compared to Figure 4.14. Surprisingly, it is not the TCP flows that aren’t getting their fair share of the bandwidth.
Figure 4.16 shows that DCCP is getting only a fraction of the bandwidth that each of
the competing TCP flows gets. The passive increase in send rate that leads to smooth
throughput for DCCP also prevents it from successfully competing for bandwidth in
the presence of multiple TCP flows. Whenever there is available bandwidth the TCP
flows consume the majority of it because DCCP increases its send rate much slower
then TCP.
UDPCC is able to maintain as high of a level of fairness with the five TCP
flows as it did with two TCP flows. Its goodput (Figure 4.17) is slightly higher on
average than the TCP flows, however it is significantly more TCP fair than MM APP.
Once again the TCP traffic in both the DCCP and UDPCC simulations use a fair
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Figure 4.16: Goodput of DCCP and five TCP flows.

Figure 4.17: Goodput of UDPCC and five TCP flows.
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share of the bandwidth.

Figure 4.18: Fairness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC with five TCP flows.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis introduces a new transport layer protocol as a replacement for the
unresponsive UDP protocol. UDPCC has been designed to preserve the simplicity
that has given UDP its desireable traits. Some of the traits that allow UDPCC to be
simple and media friendly are small header size, memoryless connectionless protocol
and a simple congestion control mechanism. UDPCC’s simple, media friendly design,
as well as its similarity to UDP, make adoption more possible.
DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC are all shown to be able to correctly regulate
send rate when competing with other flows using the same protocol. They all avoid
congestion collapse when in the presence of other flows of the same protocol type,
a task UDP is incapable of. This thesis has also shown that UDPCC and DCCP
can prevent congestion collapse due to packet loss in the presence of TCP flows.
MM APP, however, is unable to avoid choking out TCP flows and prevent congestion
collapse. It regularly attempts to use more bandwidth than is available, causing
substantial packet loss. This packet loss causes competing TCP flows to reduce their
sending rate. MM APP consumes this newly available bandwidth much more quickly
than the TCP flows, and then repeats the cycle gaining progressively more of the
TCP flows’ bandwidth. This pattern prevents MM APP from being an advisable
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replacement for UDP.
DCCP is not always able to maintain high utilization during short bursts of
congestion. This is due to the TFRC congestion algorithm which implements an
aggressive backoff and a conservative linear increase. UDPCC is shown to adapt appropriately to changes in network congestion and use available bandwidth effectively.
In the presence of short congestion bursts, UDPCC is less likely to severely reduce
its send rate and underutilize bandwidth. Only traffic spikes of significant duration
cause UDPCC to substantially reduce its send rate. However, UDPCC tends to have
a less stable sending rate than DCCP. MM APP’s send rate regulation is so aggressive
that it often overestimates available bandwidth, causing substantial packet loss and
leading to greater fluctuations in send rate.
UDPCC and DCCP both compete fairly with TCP flows and maintain an
appropriately high fairness index. When competing against varied numbers of TCP
flows, UDPCC and DCCP reduce send rate enough to not unfairly limit TCP flows.
However, the general trend of send rate for the two protocols is significantly different.
Over small time scales, DCCP exhibits less variance in goodput. UDPCC, on the
other hand, has a lower variance in goodput over larger time scales of several seconds.
Media applications that typically buffer several seconds of data benefit more from
UDPCC’s ability to maintain a consistent throughput over larger time scales even with
more bursty intermediate traffic. Applications that prefer smooth traffic over higher
throughput will not benefit from UDPCC until sending rate stability is addressed.
To summarize, the key characteristics of UDPCC are:
• TCP fair - Competes fairly with TCP flows as well as other UDPCC flows.
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• Simple - The simple design minimizes overhead. Simplicity is achieved through
the following key points:
– Connectionless
– Memoryless
– Minimal packet header size
– Simple congestion regulation and feedback mechanisms
• Media friendly - UDPCC is able to maintain high sustained throughput
Being successfully adopted by end developers is the greatest obstacle facing
any new protocol. The research from this thesis shows that UDPCC can provide
equal or better performance in fairness and bandwidth utilization when compared
to more complex protocols. This aspect of the protocol, coupled with the simplicity
of design and minimal changes required in switching from UDP to UDPCC, makes
UDPCC a practical replacement for UDP.
5.1

Future Work
The development of a congestion control protocols is a huge task, one that

is difficult to complete in a single work such as a masters thesis. There is much
to be done in terms of testing, improving and identifying appropriate application of
UDPCC. Future work should include:
• Work to further stabilize UDPCC. UDPCC has shown good bandwidth utilization, however this has come at the cost of stability in small time scales.
• Implementation of UDPCC and thorough testing on a real network.
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• UDPCC can possibly contribute to congestion collapse if it gets stuck in state
B in the state diagram shown in figure 3.4. This can be eliminated by forcing
a transition into state A after a defined number of iterations.
• Identifying appropriate applications. UDPCC’s simple design may make it ideal
for use in embedded systems.
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Appendix A

Congestion ring

The complete results for the congestion ring simulation from Section 4.2.2.

Figure A.1: Congestion ring flow 1
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Figure A.2: Congestion ring flow 2

Figure A.3: Congestion ring flow 3
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Figure A.4: Congestion ring flow 4

Figure A.5: Congestion ring flow 5
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Figure A.6: Congestion ring flow 6

Figure A.7: Congestion ring flow 7
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Appendix B

Goodput with TCP flows

The complete simulation results for the TCP fairness simulations from Section
4.4

Figure B.1: Goodput of DCCP and one TCP flow
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Figure B.2: Goodput of MM APP and one TCP flow

Figure B.3: Goodput of UDPCC and one TCP flow
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Figure B.4: Goodput of DCCP and three TCP flows

Figure B.5: Goodput of MM APP and three TCP flows
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Figure B.6: Goodput of UDPCC and three TCP flows

Figure B.7: Goodput of DCCP and four TCP flows
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Figure B.8: Goodput of MM APP and four TCP flows

Figure B.9: Goodput of UDPCC and four TCP flows
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Figure B.10: Goodput of DCCP and six TCP flows

Figure B.11: Goodput of MM APP and six TCP flows
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Figure B.12: Goodput of UDPCC and six TCP flows

Figure B.13: Fairness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC in the presence of one TCP
flow
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Figure B.14: Fairness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC in the presence of three TCP
flows

Figure B.15: Fairness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC in the presence of four TCP
flows
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Figure B.16: Fairness of DCCP, MM APP and UDPCC in the presence of six TCP
flows
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